Abstract. This paper focused on a single wheel robot that runs on a flexible wire, and the principal consideration was the influence of its swinging arms on the balanced dynamics of the system. The robot was designed with two swinging arms and a rotational pole to imitate a real human wire walker. Under the pure rolling condition of the single wheel, a dynamical model was developed for the system by Lagrange equation. With the model, balanced motions under the regulation of the rotational pole coorperating with the swinging arms were investigated. The inverse dynamics simulations showed that, the different swinging arms action would correspond to different driving input torques, but there would be a trough maximum torque at a certain feedback action of the swinging arms.
Introduction
Wire-walking robots are generally represented the mobile systems that can imitate a human walker running above a tight wire. Due to the static instability and dynamic stability characteristics of the wire-walking robot system, dynamical analyzing and balancing control are fairly critical to realize the functions of in this kind of robot. In [1] , Zhou etc. proposed a two wheels wire-walking robot that was balanced with a mechanical gyroscope. While in [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] , Lu etc. presented a wire-walking robot balancing by a rotating pole. Specially, Lu etc. developed a dynamics with Lagrange equations and discussed a partial feedback linearization balance controllers for their robot system. In [7, 8] , Guo etc. suggested both a rotational pole and a translational pole in their wire-walking robot, and similarly, dynamical model and balanced controllers for the robot system were also under considerations in [8] . Obviously, as for the functional balanced activities of a human wire walker, the wire-walking robot proposed in [7, 8] can approximately imitated a real human wire walker, however its translational pole was driven by a parallelogram mechanism that was rotating about a horizontal axis, thus there may be some difference to the vertically swing arms of a real wire walker. In addition, in [7, 8] , the balancing rotational pole and the translational pole are structural independent each other, which should be completely different to a real human wire-walker's coupling arms and pole. Moreover, by now, most of the work on the wire-walking robot commonly modelling their system only taking the rigid supporting wire rather than a flexible one into consideration, so to this sense, their model's accuracy may be insufficient, which leaded to a big challenge for their balancing controller designing.
For imitating a real human wire-walker more effectively, a novel single wheel wire-walker with two vertically rotating swing-arms and a rotational pole was introduced in this paper, and the major work was on the dynamics and the influence of the swinging arms on the robot's balanced motion. Firstly, the mechanism of the wire-walking robot was demonstrated; and secondly, a mathematical model for the system was proposed by considering the robot was running on a flexible wire; thirdly, inverse dynamics simulations were performed to discuss the input torques' variation under different swinging arms' action.
Brief Introduction of the Robot
There are a supporting frame, a running wheel, two swinging arms, a link pole and a rotational pole in the considering wire-walking robot, which can be seen in Fig. 1~Fig. 2 . The attitude regulating principle of the robot was as follow: If the COM (center of mass) of the robot deviated to right or left, the rotational pole would be driven to rotate in the direction of deviation of the COM to shift it. Simultaneously, the swing arms would also be driven to rotate vertically to the opposite side of the drifting of the COM. With these actions, the COM of the robot can returns to the equilibrium position.
If the COM deviated to forward or backward, the robot's running wheel would be accelerate or decelerate in the direction of the deviation of the COM to turn the system back to balance.
Mathematic Model

Appoint 1
B as the supporting frame, 2 B as the single wheel, 3 B as the arms, 4 B as the link pole and 5 B as the rotational pole. Set the coordinate system (see Fig. 2 ) as following:
O − e e e {0} is the global coordinate system attaching to the ground;
O − e e e {1} is attaching to 1 B and its origin is the geometric center of 2 B ;
O − e e e {3} is attaching to 3 B and the origin is the center of the two arms.
O − e e e { } i ( 2, 4,5 i = ) fixed on i B and the origin is its geometric center. Designate 
. Considering the robot ran on a flexible wire without slipping and there was no twist on the wire, then the angular velocity of can be represented as: (1) (1)
and moreover, the coordination ( ) 
~(5) where r is the radius of the single wheel. By taking the first time derivatives of (2)~(5), it would be get ( ) 
As seen in Fig.2 
, the kinetic energy of the system can be calculated as: 
Considering the height of the integrated COM of 1 B and i B ( 3, 4, 5 i = ), it is clear that:
~(21) where
) is the position vector of P in{ } j . Consequently, with (17)and(19), the potential energy of the system can be calculated as:
where k is the stiffness coefficient of the wire, g is the acceleration constant of the gravity.
Substituting (16) and (20) into Lagrange equation, the system's dynamics can be get as:
where 7 7 ( ) × ∈ℜ D q , 7 7 ( , ) Equation (23) indicates that the wire-walking robot consists of seven independent velocities, and specially, the displacements ( P y , P z ) of P , and the roll angle ( 2 q ) and the pitch angle ( 3 q )of 1 B are under-actuated. In addition, there are three driving torque inputs on i q ( 4,5, 6 i = ), thus the robot can control the control-force i τ to achieve stable balance.
Inverse Dynamics Simulations
The work were dealing with the influence of the swinging arms on the robot's balance dynamics. So next, the inverse dynamics simulations were performed with (23).
The physical parameters used in the simulations were set as following: 
3 = 0.17 0 0.08
4 = 0.02 0 0.05
The desired trajectories were set as: ( ) sin( ) , where [2, 4] α ∈ with a step of 0.1. The time of the simulation was set as 5s and the time interval was set as 0.001s. Figure 3 shows the desired trajectory of in the simulations ( =4 α ). c)
The maximum input torque of 5 B Figure 5 . The maximun input torques under different action of the swinging arms.
As it is seen in Fig 5, the maximum torques would be varied with differentα . Concretely, the maximum torques of 2 B would increase continuously, but the maximum torques of 3 B and 5 B would decrease at first and then increase slowly, and the trough torque was found at about =2.0 α . As a conclusion, the results showed that, if there the same desired trajectories of 2 ( ) q t , 3 ( ) q t were set, the action of the swinging arms would affect the input torques of 2 B , 3 B and 5 B , and with a certain reasonable feedback action of 5 q corresponding to that of 2 q , there would be a trough of the maximum torques. The conclusions would be useful when the balanced control strategies were designed.
Summary
In this paper, a dynamical model for a swing-armed wire-walking robot that runs on a flexible wire was developed by using Lagrange Equation, and the influence of the swinging arms on the system's balanced dynamics was investigated by inverse dynamics simulations. The results showed that, the different swinging arms action would correspond to different driving input torques, but there would be a trough maximum torque at a certain feedback action of the swinging arms. The work should be would be useful when the balanced controller was developed.
However, the researches in this paper by now are lack of physical experiment to support the former analysis, so the next work should focus on performing a real prototype experiment for the system.
